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One bedroom penthouse for rent in Gothic Quarter Barcelona

I had the great chance to live in this 1-bedroom penthouse for rent in Gothic Quarter,
Barcelona since I arrived here and I will only keep fantastic memories of it.

It  is ideal for couple and my partner and I  could say that we felt at home from the
beginning.  We  were  enchanted  with  the  rustic  style  of  the  apartment  that  reflected
perfectly the essence of the medieval neighbourhood. We particularly loved the original
Catalan vault with the exposed wooden beams and the brick ceilings.

In our bedroom we felt like sovereigns while sleeping in the double canopy bed. Not only it
was very spacious but as it was on the other side of the property, we felt completely
isolated.

And to reach the rest of the apartment we had to cross a corridor with a small bed for
guests and a working area.

The bathroom was at the end of it and came with a spacious shower, a unique sink, a
bidet and a WC.

The main living area consists of a large a room combining the living room and the dining
on one side and the semi-open space kitchen.

The later is a very functional corner with top-quality household appliances and cooking
there was a real pleasure.

Probably the best feature of the apartment, especially during the sunny: the terrace. I
don’t  remember how many hours  we spent  there eating in  the sun,  sunbathing anf
relaxing or taking of our plants but it was like our second living in the summer.

The great central location was also thas seduced us the most. Situated near the gothic
cathedral  we  were  right  in  the  heart  of  Barcelona.  Various  businesses  like  shops,  fine
boutiques, restaurants and bars are on the doorstep of the building. To go to work we had
access to buses or metros and could reach the office and other districts of  the city very
easily.

We wish that the next tenants will love this penthouse for rent in Barcelona as much as we
did as it truly is a fantastic dwelling.

The total price per month is 1000€ + 150€ of fix bills incluiding water, electricity and wifi.

See more information about this property on our website.
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1. Particulars: Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by Chicroom Barcelona in the particulars or by word of
mouth or in writing ("information") as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Chicroom Barcelona nor any associated agent has any
authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents, seller(s) or
lessor(s). Prior to the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out a
survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. 2. Photos etc: The photographs show only certain parts of the property as they appeared at the time they were
taken. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser. Any computer generated image gives only an indication as
to how the property may look and this may change at any time. 3. Regulations etc: Any reference to alterations to, or use of, any part of the property does not mean that any
necessary planning, building regulations or other consent has been obtained. A buyer or lessee must find out by inspection or in other ways that these matters have been
properly dealt with and that all information is correct. 4. VAT: The VAT position relating to the property may change without notice. 5. Information on the web-site about a
property is liable to be changed at any time.
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